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Abstract:

Based on the International Conference on Information Systems’ (ICIS) 2015 senior scholars’ forum, we provide insights on the role and opportunities of IS researchers in shaping policy.
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1 Introduction (Fred Niederman and John Leslie King)

Information systems (IS) have changed the world. IS researchers should be studying such change to address the interests of all, not just the interests of business. The 2015 ICIS Senior Scholar’s forum addressed the role of information systems faculty in addressing policy issues—both public policy and broader social policy established by non-public institutions. The world changes with each round of IT innovation that ultimately affects IS innovation. Changes might be small, such as affecting how we look for a pizza restaurant when traveling through an unfamiliar town, or large, such as affecting the global banking system through the instantaneous transfer of funds. Changes might be narrow or they might have significant social or environmental implications. New technologies and the ground rules for their use can be guided by policies from the United Nations to local townships. IS researchers with specialized knowledge about emerging technology should apply that knowledge to proposing, evaluating, and selecting policies that shape the consequences of IS change.

IS researchers address a wide range of interests relevant to technological changes, policy, and social impact. Walsham (2012a, 2012b) suggests expanding the IS field to more broadly consider IS impacts on society. Straub (2014) has admonished Association for Information Systems (AIS) senior scholars to include social impacts as “dependent variables” for research; for example, he has suggested that the health of the population should be part of healthcare IS research. The 2015 forum took a broad look at policy and the role of IS research in policy development.

The forum concluded that policy issues are important topics for IS research. Policy shapes the “information society”. Policies affect broad social domains (e.g., how Internet access is granted and its content shaped and distributed). Digital security in the cloud, of particular concern to the SIM Advanced Practices Council and indeed digital security across stakeholders, is directly shaped by policies and their implementation. Recent advances in data mining, business analytics, machine learning, and “big data” generate emergent conflicts between various interests. Policies regarding the collection, storage, manipulation, and use of large data sets will be governed by policies whether explicit and enforced or simply emergent from decisions by individual actors. Code Halos (Frank, Roehrig, & Pring, 2014) suggests that the integration of mobile, cloud, analytics, and social media will come together to create new domains of applications that raise subtle issues of policy that may be applied differently or with different effects in diverse application areas. The IS research agenda must address the nature and facilitation of technologies as they are used and also the policy issues that are raised by new social situations created by new technology affordsances. Some associations such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) are active in policy study and advocacy. The IS field through the AIS should incorporate policy awareness and promotion into its agenda.

2 Views on IS and Policy

2.1 IS Researchers Are Policy Researchers (Ann Majchrzak)

Some IS researchers already do policy research regardless of whether it is called “policy research”. Their evidence-based management research (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006) provides scientifically rigorous findings (what Pfeffer and Sutton refer to as “hard facts”) that give policy makers an information-rich arsenal for their decisions. This research might not be intended for policy makers directly, but it can inform other researchers, consultants, or policy makers in companies or government and, thus, influence ultimate policy decisions.

Many IS researchers are well positioned to do policy research. They often partner with policy makers from organizations in broad relationships that provide data or access, hire students, or receive research results. These partnerships make IS researchers keenly aware of reciprocity, and they scramble to finish analyses to inform their partners of their results. Framing research to pique sponsor interests is as important as not overwhelming them with technical details. These partnerships give IS researchers the opportunity to learn incrementally and promote sponsor willingness to use the evidence provided.

IS researchers also have the advantage of a three-pronged skill base: practical experience, strong training in social science methods, and understanding what drives the need for evidence-based management research in IS. They often have first-hand experience with IS professional work because they have done such work prior to becoming an academic. They have common ground with policy makers and appreciate
the difficulties of and the opportunities for organizational change. Strong training in social science methods allows them to produce scientifically rigorous research results of “hard facts” and to creatively use methods by combining them (e.g., mixing quantitative and qualitative methods, simulation and econometrics, or natural experiments in the field with lab experiments). They understand the sociotechnical nature of technological change in organizations and can avoid treating technology as a black box in a policymaker's decisions.

IS researchers are well positioned for policy research because they recognize that scientific facts are produced across multiple channels and go to different audiences. They know this by blogging or tweeting about their research, by writing about it in practitioner-based papers (Harvard Business Review, California Management Review, trade journals), or by integrating research findings into their classrooms. Students are future employees or consultants who remember and reuse frameworks, anecdotes, and evidence. Many IS researchers are involved in industry-academic collaborative consortia for which they give talks to practitioners, prepare policy briefings, and testify before government bodies. Even if IS researchers are not involved as scientific advisors to top management or government agencies, they influence policy.

The IS research community should recognize this fact and encourage research that is both scientifically rigorous and practically relevant. A special issue of MIS Quarterly has appeared on this more specific topic of information and communications technology and societal challenges (Majchrzak, Markus, & Wareham, 2016). IS researchers are already doing policy research! The fourteen papers in this special issue show the influence of ICT on policy issues such as infant mortality, corruption, refugee social inclusion, and the use of media for propaganda. These studies leveraged natural variations in ICT to assess differences for societal issues, allowing policy makers to compare alternative policies. The papers considered ICT a sociotechnical system (Gibson, 1979; Leonardi, 2013; Majchrzak & Markus, 2014). They considered technology in social and organizational contexts, across multiple levels of analysis (cognitive, individual behavior, group, collective, organization, industry, ecosystem). They considered intended and unintended consequences. All the papers provide details for future research often in the context of existing literature streams. All the papers have implications for policy makers.

IS researchers should study “the impact of ICT” and avoid technological determinism by taking a sociotechnical perspective. By opening up the black box of the sociotechnical system, IS researchers can study behavior that the system affects. By studying how change processes are intertwined with content (e.g., the system), IS researchers can understand feedback loops, emergence, and unintended consequences. All have policy implications. Venkatesh Rai, Sykes, and Aljafari (2016) examined the effects on infant mortality of a government-sponsored initiative implementing health information kiosks in remote villages in India. They looked beyond the kiosks at mothers’ social ties and how they combined with kiosk information to influence pregnant mother behavior that might affect the fetus and the infant once born. One should couple health information kiosks with local influencers to create advice networks and facilitate adoption. Srivastava, Teo, and Devavraj (2016) examined corruption in political, legal, and media institutions in 63 countries, finding that e-government reduces political corruption only if legal and media institutions also are less corrupt. E-government transparency initiatives should focus first on reducing corruption in legal and media institutions. McGrath (2016) compared three cases of identity verification systems for delivering government services to understand why some systems were more successful than others in generating trust among citizens. Study results showed that systems should be tied to widely publicized short-term development goals that are broadly shared by financial, political, and service delivery institutions.

Such studies require local collaborators, extensive travel, negotiations to access data, ethical considerations, and the complication of being enmeshed in fragile interventions. Yet, helping decision makers consider evidence is an influence “opportunity”. It is sometimes faster to influence business leaders than government leaders. One challenge of IS policy research is how best to influence leaders when the opportunity appears.

Policy researchers must consider the question of activism. Activism and science are not at opposite ends of a spectrum. Doctors now actively encourage patients to lose weight. Climate change scientists publish blogs that cite the evidence of climate change to influence policymakers of the need for change. IS researchers can be activists. The more that IS researchers are active, the more visible their research becomes to policy makers. There are many topics about which one can be active: security, app development, open innovation, implementation successes, privacy concerns, Web 3.0, the design of ecosystem platforms, and so on. Activism helps raise awareness that someone is studying these issues.
2.2 Understanding Implications of Breakthrough IT Innovation (Lynda Applegate)

IS faculty can play two roles as they help to conduct research that shapes policy and educate future business leaders about the importance of addressing policy implications and social impact as they develop IT-enabled strategies. The others on this panel address the role of that IS faculty should play in shaping policy concerning emerging IT. I address the second: the role that IS faculty play as educators who must prepare our students to address policy implications and social impact of the new technologies that are redefining industries and the companies that compete within them. To help frame this role, consider a case study on Tesla that is taught at HBS. When you read this case, consider how the investment bank analysts, who are educated in colleges and universities around the world, failed to see that technologies are dramatically altering industry boundaries and how convergence across industry boundaries requires them to analyze company strategies and actions differently than they did in the past. They also failed to identify the policy implications of the impact of emerging technologies.

During his quarterly call with analysts on March 19, 2015, Elon Musk, CEO and Founder of Tesla, said: “We really designed the [Tesla] Model S to be a very sophisticated computer on wheels” (Ramsey, 2015). For most of the traditional automotive analysts on the call, this simple statement did not cause them to change the questions they asked as they attempted to link Tesla’s current financial results and financial forecasts with strategic and operating decisions Musk and his business leaders made. Instead, they continued to attempt to understand Tesla’s current and future impact on the traditional automotive industry despite the fact that the decisions made by Musk and his team at Tesla differed radically from those of traditional automakers. For example, like Steve Jobs at Apple, Musk decided that a proprietary, integrated electronic vehicle “platform” justified the additional cost and designed and built Tesla’s proprietary drive train, engine, braking systems, electronics, and other platform components rather than sourcing them from established automotive suppliers. In addition, while most automakers who designed and built a proprietary battery for their early electronic vehicles, Musk decided to partner with Panasonic—a global leader in designing, producing, and distributing consumer and industrial batteries—to design and develop Tesla’s revolutionary new battery. In addition, he decided to partner with cities and the businesses in them and with highway rest stops and small town coffee shops, schools, and other gathering places to develop his own network of charging stations that would lease—not buy—the proprietary charging equipment developed by the Tesla/Panasonic partnership.

Clearly, the bright MBAs who cover the automotive industry for leading investment banks have learned how to analyze traditional industries, but they have not learned how to study the current and future impacts of radical new technology-enabled innovations—not just on current industry structures but also on society. Nor have future business leaders learned how to help shape the policies needed to achieve potential benefits while protecting against potential risks. In fact, the societal impacts of the automotive industry’s evolution, where the car becomes a “computer on wheels”, are staggering. For example, recent press reports have looked at how cyber hackers and terrorists can take remote control of an automobile away from its driver by hacking into its mobile applications and operating systems. Additional societal impacts emerged in the months after Tesla and Panasonic’s July 2014 announcement that they were building a large “gigafactory” to produce Tesla batteries in Nevada. Initially analysts questioned why the partners needed such a large factory when there were only 21,000 Tesla Model S cars produced during 2014 and most doubted that total Tesla production would even reach the forecasted 500,000 cars by 2020. A press release by the partners a few months later brought some clarity but also more confusion to the debate as the partners announced two new Tesla products. Powerwall—a consumer and small business battery storage device that could store solar energy collected by solar panels—would help overcome a significant barrier to adoption of solar energy panels. Powerblock—a battery storage system for large commercial facilities and energy utilities—would unite multiple Tesla/Panasonic batteries into energy storage systems that would provide energy on demand in the same way that network computer servers provide information processing capacity on demand. It is no surprise that, in 2016, Tesla Motors, which had changed its name one year ago to simply Tesla—announced it would acquire Solar City for its new Tesla Energy Division. Recall how Apple Computers changed its name to Apple as it launched its iPod, iStore, iPhone and iPad and expanded its “playing field” beyond the computer industry. Similarly, the shift in name from Tesla Motors to simply Tesla, signaled Musk’s decision to expand the “playing field” for Tesla beyond its initial automotive entry position.

Given the dramatic impact of IT on industry and society over the past few decades, IT researchers and educators must lead other fields in understanding and shaping future IT impacts and policies. The Tesla case, discussed above, is but one example of emerging information technologies that are having a
profound impact on business and society that policy will strongly influence. Other important technologies, such as 3D printing—which is being used to enable consumers and entrepreneurs to make an unlimited number of “things” as diverse as jewelry, dishes, clothes, cars, houses and even human body parts—and the Internet of Things (IoT) and robotics—which are dramatically influencing both where and how products are manufactured and the skills required for the jobs of today and in the future—are having dramatic impacts on society. IT researchers and educators around the world must take the lead in understanding these potential impacts and shaping policy discussions. In addition, they must also influence how we educate society’s workforce and its leaders today and in the future.

2.2 Rethinking Organizations and Individuals as Economic Entities (Roman Beck)

Living in interesting times means changes in our research and how we educate students to make them leaders. The long view is important. For hundreds of years, researchers have tried to make sense of things. In 1826, Johann Heinrich von Thünen developed the optimal distance to grow agricultural products in relation to their markets and came up with an agricultural system to address perishability of products up to the time of their sale. He was concerned about the manual processing of products in the agriculture era to rationalize how the environment, the ecosystem, was actually working. During the era of industrialization, we learned many theories and insights that we still teach. From Frederick Winslow Taylor came Taylorism that enshrined the principles of rationalization and industry systems that characterized industrialization. Much of what we teach today such as supply chain management and transaction cost theory is grounded in insights developed over the past 150 years.

In the 1990s came the Internet and the globalized world. We outsourced processes and competed with colleagues from abroad. Automation and virtualization became important. Yet we still apply the lessons of 150 years of industrialization. We have no systematic view of the world we live in today. We lack the ideas and theories to explain the effects of the digital in contemporary service systems because we are locked in the thinking acquired in the industrial era. We talk about Ronald Coase’s transaction cost theory and see the market as a place where value is created and disregard the many hybrid forms between markets and hierarchies (alliances, joint ventures, and networked approaches). Outsourcing, shared services, and inter-organizational systems are all anomalies. Yet they seem very common for anomalies. Coase said that his transaction cost theory would cause us to focus too much on of “markets” and “firms” and ignore all kinds of collaboration forms in-between. Why do companies continue to exist? Why have they not been replaced by individual contractors? Could it be that individual contracting will grow in the future and it will become the “new normal” instead of an anomaly? It is already happening in academic work. We do not have sufficient insights and theories about it, nor do politicians have a clue what it means. The workforce is experiencing decentralization, parallelization, and virtualization, but academics teach what was learned in 150 years of industrialization.

Perhaps we should study something that could change the game significantly. One candidate is blockchain, most famously known as the technology behind the crypto-currency Bitcoin. Blockchain is fundamentally about trust, a central element in economic exchange. Lack of trust is to a large extent what the transaction cost theory is all about. Frictions are overcome by working together: for example, we use law to ensure that our partners deliver the goods and services we order, and they use the law to ensure they get paid. Blockchain technology enables transparency and “knowing” to deal with lack of trust. Organizations like the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) are concerned about trust. Trust has been a major factor in many kinds of IS. Is it possible to create trust-free transactions using blockchain? If so, is this a paradigm change challenging existing models and theories? What are trust-free transactions?

Blockchain-based transactions encode the transaction logic in smart contracts that are visible to everyone and cryptographically secure. Instead of trusting your collaborator to store your data in a secure way or trusting your outsourcing partner in India to deliver the software you ordered, you now can see the fulfillment in the blockchain. The social system must follow the logic encapsulated in the smart contract. Blockchain allows one to avoid third parties such as central banks or companies while keeping data secure. Users can say, “We know where our data are”. Command over intellectual property is supported in a decentralized, public ledger way similar to the decentralized network economy.

Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed, peer-to-peer, cryptographically secured scheme. It does not depend on a central agency or government. It secures transactions that have been specified as smart contracts in the blockchain. However, we need to think beyond crypto-currencies; the crypto-currency Bitcoin represents less than one percent of what one can do with blockchain. Blockchain could have effects on the Internet of things, micropayments, microequity, and many other areas. One must see the
use cases to understand how it works. Many leaders, bankers in particular, have not yet fully realized the implications of blockchain.

A new, techno-social economy has possibly begun to emerge. Technology can support the decentralized and distributed way many people are already working. It could liberate people from central stakeholders or agencies trusted to store information. The notion of trust might be reinvented or redefined. The firm of the past might give way to a new form of human enterprise in which independent actors control their digital intellectual property. The CIO of a German consulting company recently said each person hired thinks and behaves like a “one-person start-up”. Independent knowledge workers can deliver services in different organizational settings, locations, or time zones. Humans can work together as freelancers, without being incorporated in large organizations. This work distribution challenges the way organizations make decisions, which has already begun to change because of data analytics and business intelligence. While decentralized system lack central actors for coordination, the distributed governance in such systems can be secured through blockchain solutions, which has important policy implications. The IS community should make blockchain a key topic.

2.3 Building Policy Research into IS Research (Roger Clarke)

To argue that policy is an important focus for IS researchers, it helps to know that “policy” deals with matters of national or regional significance and involves enunciating objectives and principles; formulating steps to achieve them through legal and other regulatory measures; allocating resources; and conceiving, articulating, and implementing programs of action. Objectives are not just economic but social and environmental. Fulfilling policy objectives depends on cooperation among disparate organizations that often come from all sectors (public, private and voluntary). Research into policy processes is served neither by approaches that are too “pure” nor too “applied”. Too pure and policy makers will not see the relevance. Too applied and it seems that “when you have a hammer in your hand, everything looks like a nail”. Research useful for policy matter perceives problems of an economic, social, and/or environmental nature as inherently normative. Such research demands an instrumentalist mindset to devise possible solutions, evaluate them, articulate them, and implement them. Research should generate information from data.

In principle, IS researchers are well positioned to make contributions by focusing on data, information, and their management by drawing heavily on social science and business and embodying multi-disciplinary thinking essential to the policy arena. In practice, IS researchers often treat policy as out of scope. A system-sponsor perspective has been dominant in IS research with corporations perceived as clients. Clarke (2015b) argues that researchers should recognize and adopt other perspectives in their research projects. Other stakeholders include individuals (both users and as “usees” that are affected by an information system without themselves being users), communities and societies with geographical and cultural commonalities, and environmental and ecological interests at local, regional and global levels. We can extend the Tesla example from above beyond whether it can disrupt the automotive industry. What facets of the economy, society, and the environment might Tesla disrupt? Who cares? What stakeholder categories are likely to be affected?

IS researchers often avoid policy issues because they feel “real science” (to which IS aspires) deals only with the descriptive, explanatory, and predictive. It excludes the normative and deprecates instrumentalism. Design science has helped bring instrumentalism back into the mainstream. However, design science still has a strong orientation towards the system-sponsor perspective. IS researchers often perceive other perspectives as constraints and all too often as impediments to adoption. IS researchers often avoid “information” and focus on “technology”. The largely fruitless “IT artifact” debate of the last decades occludes “information” and “systems” as core to the field. Information systems serve defined needs in effective, efficient, and adaptable ways. Technology is merely a means to the end; when it drifts into core thinking, technological determinism becomes a real hazard. Available technologies are inappropriately applied to fit human needs. Overemphasis on technology can undermine organizational fit and strategic alignment for system sponsors. In the policy space, where one needs needs to frame needs more openly, one can invest too much effort in balancing the conflicting objectives of multiple stakeholders.

With information and systems at the core, it is not necessary to ignore IT. “Big data’, the Internet of things, increasingly intensive “datafication”, and digital business and digital users are all expected to contain embedded chips. Animals increasingly do. As individual are perceived as walking, talking data generators, chipification is no longer a paranoid delusion (Clarke, 1994). A new phase of data expropriation and
exploitation is in motion. How soon might *Homo sapiens* lose out to its own creations? This question has been mainstream in the arts for a century (Clarke, 1993, 2005). Scientists are now also asking it (Cellan-Jones, 2014).

Policy must be part of the IS field, but integrating it requires asking what research techniques are applicable. Evaluating a policy or its implementation can use techniques familiar to business faculty, such as business case construction, cost/benefit analysis, and risk assessment, but might need other, less well known techniques such as technology assessment, privacy impact assessment, and related forms of surveillance impact and social impact assessment. If one seek to propose, articulate, or implement policy, some techniques are familiar to IS academics. Majchrzak & Markus (2014) provide guidance. An important part of this challenge is moving beyond backward-looking empirical techniques to gain understanding about the future. We might need techniques on the fringe, such as Delphi rounds, to cope with the normative and explanatory, social and economic, the future, the contingent, and the rapidly changing. Examples are instrumental futurism (Clarke, 1997) and quasi-empirical scenario analysis (Clarke, 2015a).

IS researchers are observers of mighty revolutions; some even contribute to them. A narrow, organizational perspective and excessive emphasis on technology rather than on systems provides an inadequate frame. IS researchers should embrace research from other perspectives. Some research projects should embody multiple perspectives. Research conventions are challenged by policy because policy involves normative propositions, is instrumentalist, reflects multiple stakeholders, and depends on speculative data about as-yet-unobservable or observable-but-unstable phenomena in addition to “objective” empirical data derived from measurements of past phenomena. IS researchers must rise to these challenges, not avoid them.

Policy is legitimate and important for IS researchers. IS needs sufficient breadth to enable it to differentiate itself within the cluttered battleground of fields. More importantly, IS has a moral obligation to consider the implications of the information systems that we observe and that we assist in developing (Clarke, 1988).

3 Conclusion (Fred Niederman and John Leslie King)

Whether they are aware of policy or not, most IS researchers are policy researchers. As long as the topics they study have social implications, IS researchers must be concerned with policy. In addition, as teachers, IS researchers have the duty to prepare people to spot the policy implications of changes in technology, especially information technology that changes so fast. We need to ask whether fundamental precepts (e.g., trust) that have guided research to this point are, themselves, changing. If so, the policy implications can be great.

We need change in IS research if such research is to serve policy needs. One change is in perspective. Contemporary IS research often serves the needs of business, but taking the perspective of only the business client risks overlooking the interests of other non-business stakeholders. Even where businesses are the client, multiple-perspective research can be helpful by recognizing issues that may occur when all and rather than just one organization takes a particular initiative and how short-term benefits may set in motion unintended consequences relative to outside stakeholders. IS research that moves beyond the narrow confines of a single perspective requires paying attention to the social and environmental dimensions as well as economic consequences of handling information. Policy research demands recognizing stakeholders, depending on often-overlooked techniques such as stakeholder analysis, and analyzing requirements in a way that considers interests of all relevant parties rather than just the system’s sponsor.

It is also worth asking if the focus on the IT artifact helps IS research be more useful for policy. If IS research is grounded in the socio-technical tradition, its primary research interest is not solely in technology, whether it be an electric car, a battery, a personal health monitoring device or a blockchain system. Rather, its primary research interest might be in how people use it over time within eco-systems filled with artifacts and stakeholders with widely varying purposes and preferences.

Emphasis on policy can benefit IS research by opening up new avenues for funding and for influence, but it requires a long-term outlook and readiness to conduct research aimed at solving problems. It often requires embracing uncertainty and mastering new techniques not in the mainstream. Human values must be incorporated. Research questions must embody norms. Sometimes researchers, as a result, are thrust
into the role of advocate and even activist. Following Majchrzak and Markus (2014), this may sometimes require splitting work between the role of surfacing valid evidence and separately advocating based on interpretations of that evidence.

Policy research can be risky for IS doctoral candidates and junior faculty. It is not yet part of the mainstream, and the time involved to develop the requisite skills and conceive and conduct research might conflict with the need for rapid-fire publication. Junior researchers should consider long-term impacts of short-term research efforts and prepare a scalable research program that involves policy as part of an overall lifetime portfolio of work. Established researchers should expand their horizons into the policy field.

IS researchers have discussed how to achieve academic respectability. Many feel discomfort moving beyond descriptive and explanatory models toward uncertainty and perceived lack of rigor often present in policy research. It is too early to say whether design science, now emerging as mainstream, will solve this problem. The world is in need of IS research that supports policy needs. IS researchers should capture sufficient intellectual space to encompass policy, which is more of an imperative than an option.
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